[Garcin syndrome. Clinical aspects and diagnosis of a rare cranial nerve syndrome with special reference to computerized tomography and nuclear magnetic resonance image findings].
Garcin syndrome is an ipsilateral step-by-step deterioration of all 12 brain cranial nerves, first described in 1927. The underlying cause is usually a sarcoma or carcinoma of the skull base. The pathogenesis of the Garcin syndrome is chiefly determined by the slow localized growth of these tumors, rather than by their histology and primary localisation. The prognosis is as a rule unfavourable. The findings on computed and magnetic resonance tomography are important for an early diagnosis. Two cases of Garcin syndrome are reported, one of which was probably due to a tonsillar carcinoma, while the other was caused by a mucinous adenocarcinoma of the nasopharynx.